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**The crisis in humanities: a local view**

**By Bruce Schwartz**

About 200 sophomores in a small room in the Hayden Building listening to several junior faculty of the Department of Humanities. There are 15 students, and everybody, in view, and everybody in the room, is a junior faculty.

"The humanities department is terrible," one said. "The air is poisonous." Another licensed a spate of retaliations to that effect. "It's obvious that the people of the department are not interested in learning how to teach."

The mood in that room, despite the wine being passed around, could not be described as happy. The room, a multi-tenant junior faculty office, was full of many junior faculty speak about the "misanthropic" tendencies of the first sections of the Humanities Department, History and Literature. Is this morning's meeting of the junior faculty a sign of a deepening crisis of a few low-asking academicsitching, as lower-
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As of July 1, Dan Nyhart will be out, and one of the most striking things about his decision was that it went against the grain of the MIT community. MIT noted that he is a good person, people said, and a tough one, and a problem solver. Thus, the MIT community, history and literature.
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